PLATFORM   SANCTIONS
purpose of Non-intervention—to confine the area of the war
to Spain—was achieved; but only at the cost of intensifying
hostilities in Spain itself. By the end of 1936 Blum's'and
Eden's Non-intervention was a European success but a Spanish
tragedy. For Eden the emphasis was primarily European.
On 29th October in a debate specifically on the Spanish
situation, his first rhetorical question was: "Would anyone
deny that the policy of Non-intervention was the one most
likely to keep peace hi Europe ? ' Then again, in his iamous
Leamington speech of rzoth November, the basic * duties * in
British policy towards Spain were first, to do all we could in
the humanitarian sphere to limit suffering, and secondly, * to
see to it that the conflict itself does not spread beyond the
confines of Spain '.
However, both these objectives were thwarted by the ideo-
logical nature of the conflict. Though springing from purely
Spanish causes, it was soon identified with the Fascist and
Communist aims. Mussolini and Hitler saw in it an admir-
able opportunity to strengthen their strategic position in the
world, arid Spain became a factor in their growing friendship.
In July Hitler concluded a pact with Schuschnigg, Germany
recognizing the ' full sovereignty ' of Austria and in no way
disturbing the tripartite agreement of 1934—confirmed in
1936—between Italy, Austria, and Hungary. This settlement
made possible a relaxation of tension on the Brenner, but
Hitler went farther, and turned his moral approval of the
Duce's Abyssinian adventure into positive recognition of the
conquest.
Spain, to begin with, allowed a new field of enterprise for
what was soon to be known as the Berlin-Rome axis. In July
Eden ajnd Blum made a last attempt to revive the ghost of
Locarno by issuing an immediate invitation to the German
and Italian Governments to take part in a proposed meeting
of all five Locarno Powers. The objective was to destroy
divisions in Europe and attain a general settlement. But the
gesture was no recompense for the prospect of remunerative
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